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Abstract 
 
Two-dimensional transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) exhibit extraordinary 
nonlinearities and direct bandgaps at K (K’) valleys.	 Those valleys could be optically 
manipulated through the plasmon-valley-exciton coupling, for example, with spin-dependent 
photoluminescence. However, the weak coherence between the pumping and emission due to 
intervalley scattering poses formidable challenges in exploring the valley-contrasting physics 
and applications. Here we show that a synthetic metasurface entangling the phase and spin of 
light can simultaneously enhance and manipulate the nonlinear valley-locked chiral emission 
in monolayer tungsten disulfide (WS2) at room temperature. The second-harmonic valley 
photons, accessed and coherently pumped by the light with spin-related geometric phase 
imparted by Au-metasurface, are separated and routed to pre-determined directions in free 
space. Besides, the nonlinear photons with the same spin of incident light can be steered into 
any predefined direction thanks to the nonlinear optical selection rule of WS2 in our synthetic 
metasurface. Our synthetic TMDCs-metasurface interface may facilitate advanced room-
temperature and free-space nonlinear, quantum and valleytronic nanodevices.  
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Valleytronic and nanophotonic devices are two highly promising candidates to overcome the 
intrinsic heat issues of traditional optoelectronic chips. The valley corresponds to the extrema 
of the conduction and valence band continuum in the reciprocal space. To enable valleytronic 
devices, the fundamental requirement is to access the valley degree of freedom through their 
different responses of external stimuli such as electric, magnetic and optical means1-3, which 
demands extremely challenging conditions such as low temperature. Recent studies on two-
dimensional (2D) TMDCs have revealed that, due to the time-reversal symmetry and broken 
inversion symmetry, the degenerate K and K’ valley in those materials with direct bandgap can 
respond distinctively to the spin angular momentum of light, exhibiting spin-valley-locked 
pumping, photoluminescence and even the nonlinear generation4-7. Various important 
applications in optoelectronics and valleytronics4, 5, 8-13 are therefore realized. However, the 
lifetime of valley excited state is typically short14, especially at room temperature, making it 
difficult to maintain the valley coherence and to manipulate the valley index. Moreover, the 
light-matter interaction is very weak in atomically thin TMDCs, and even weaker are the 
nonlinear optical frequency conversion processes. That seriously hinders the possibilities of 
nonlinear valleytronic devices based on 2D TMDCs15-19. Therefore, it is of great significance 
to establish viable approaches to boost the light interaction of those monolayers at room 
temperature and synthesize nanophotonics with valleytronic nonlinear devices for valley-
multiplexed data transport. However, the auspicious opportunities are still rarely explored, 
prohibiting us from understanding and realizing many exciting valley-contrasting physics and 
applications by TMDCs. 
Interestingly, optical metasurfaces20, 21 with subwavelength meta-atoms have emerged as an 
important flat-profile platform in nanophotonics to fully manipulate the properties of light 
including phase, amplitude, spin, frequency, chirality, and etc. It enables various exciting 
applications such as metalenses22, 23, metaholograms24, carpet cloaking25 and many others26-29. 
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In particular, plasmonic metasurfaces with photonic spin-orbit interaction can discriminate the 
photonic spins and impart the spin-related geometric phase to light, where different spin 
components can be spatially split, known as photonic spin-Hall effect30-35. As a counterpart to 
free-space photonic spin-Hall metasurface, gratings with asymmetric corrugations or 
nanoholes33-37 have been employed to launch unidirectional surface plasmon polaritons, which 
evanescently interact with 2D TMDCs in the near field. The consequent spin-dependent 
directional photoluminescence of the emission from those monolayer TMDCs38, 39 serves as a 
straightforward evidence of the valley selection of monolayer TMDCs. However, the 
photoluminescence generation makes the coherence of the pumping and excited field so weak 
that valley excitonic emission can be barely manipulated for practical applications. This issue 
becomes more serious when simultaneously controlling the valley index in nonlinear regime 
and enhancing the spin-Hall effects from such monolayers in free space instead of near field. 
Here, we theoretically propose and experimentally demonstrate a metasurface-assisted 
photonic pathway to boost the coherent spin-valley-dependent nonlinear optical process in 
monolayer TMDCs and to steer the nonlinear photons from different valleys to any desired 
directions in free space at room temperature. As shown in Fig. 1a, the synthetic Au-WS2 
metasurface contains two parts: the plasmonic gold (Au) metasurface (Fig. 1b), and the 
monolayer WS2 atop it. In this synthetic metasurface, the intriguing spin-valley-exciton-locked 
second-harmonic generation (SHG) occurs exactly at the excitonic resonance of K and K’ 
valleys in a monolayer WS26, 12. Due to the photonic spin-orbit interaction, the Au-metasurface 
will imprint a chirality-dependent gradient Pancharantnam-Berry phase40-42 to the 
fundamental-frequency (FF) light , which pumps the coherent SHG process and, thus, steers 
nonlinear chiral photons emitted from different valleys to different directions (Fig. 1c). 
Furthermore, we also highlight here our metasurface can achieve 10-fold SH intensity 
enhancement thanks to the on-excitonic SHG and the large plasmonic field localization.  
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Principle of Steering Chiral Valley Nonlinear Photons 
As shown in the differential distribution of SH chiral field in Fig. 1c, our metasurface can steer 
the nonlinear photons of opposite chirality, emitted from K and K’ valleys, to different 
directions. Due to topological properties of broken inversion symmetry and 𝐷"#	 6𝑚2  
symmetry of the monolayer WS2, there will be complex interplay among the out-of-plane 
valley angular momentum, excitonic angular momentum, lattice angular momentum and the 
photon spin angular momentum in SHG according to the fundamental angular momentum 
conservation law6. Such an interplay results in the intriguing nonlinear selection rule6, 12, 15, i.e. 
the counter-spin absorption and SHG as shown in Fig. 1d. This could also be understood 
mathematically, i.e. the second susceptibility tensor of 𝐷"#  point group has non-vanishing 
tensor components as 
𝜒)))* = −𝜒)--* = −𝜒--)* = −𝜒-)-*  
where a and b are the principal directions along armchair and zigzag direction, respectively. 
The multiplication of FF light with one spin will result in the SH photon with opposite spin 
(Supplementary Section 4). This selection rule is totally different from the incoherent 
photoluminescence process where the spin of absorbed and generated photons for one specific 
valley must be the same4, 5, 43. Therefore, although originating from the unique lattice symmetry 
of the WS2 monolayer, the valley-contrasting physics from SHG is distinct from that of 
photoluminescence.  
More importantly, the SHG is a coherent nonlinear process, which implies that the SH photons 
can be controlled by the manipulation of FF light. This lays the physical foundations of our 
synthetic An-WS2 metasurface. As shown Fig. 1b, the Au metasurface is composed the 
rectangular nanohole arrays etched in gold film with the spatially varying rotation angle 𝜃 as 
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indicated in Fig 1e. Each nanohole forms an individual resonator (see Fig. S3 d-e) and can be 
treated as a birefringent waveplate29 with the Jones’ matrix expressed as 
𝐽 𝜃 = 𝑇 −𝜃 𝑡2 00 𝑡4 𝑇 𝜃  
where 𝑡2 and 𝑡4 denote the transmission along two orthogonal principal axes and 𝑇 ∙  is the 
rotation matrix (Supplementary Section 4). The Jones vector connects the output field (𝐸789) 
and incident field (𝐸:;< ) via the formula 𝐸789 = 𝐽 𝜃 ∙ 𝐸:;< . Thus, the spin-dependent 
geometric phase due to the photonic spin-orbit interaction can be applied to the output FF field, 
which further excites the SHG from monolayer WS2 atop the metasurface as illustrated in Fig. 
1d. For example, the transmission of incident right-handed circularly polarized (RCP, +,𝜔 ) 
light through the unit cell will be divided in two parts: the residual RCP without geometric 
phase and left-handed circularly polarized (LCP, 	 −, 𝜔 ) light with geometric phase 𝑒:*A. This 
will result in two components of coherent SHG (𝑃CD 2𝜔 ∝ 𝜒 * 𝐸 𝜔 *): the SH RCP light 
( +,2𝜔 ) from K valley with double geometric phase 𝑒:FAand the SH LCP ( −,2𝜔 ) from K’ 
valley without geometric phase. Thus, a spin-dependent gradient phase (∇𝜙) arising from 
spatially varying rotation angle of unit cells could be imparted to the SH photons, which will 
provide the momentum matching to steer the valley photons to different directions according 
to generalized Snell’s law20, 30, 31, i.e. kJ𝑥 = ∇𝜙 . The theoretical details can be found in 
Supplementary Section 4. We lastly note that only in-plane chiral field (𝐸2𝑥 ± 𝑖𝐸4𝑦) can pump 
and interact with the valleys of 2D TMDCs effectively43, which, as the matter of fact, are the 
ones our metasurface could achieve since the Jones’ matrix operates on the x and y component 
of the incident field.         
Experimental Demonstration of Steering Chiral Nonlinear Photons 
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For experimental verifications, the rectangular nanohole arranged in hexagonal lattice was 
fabricated by focused ion beam milling method (FEI Versa 3D). The thickness of the gold film 
is 60 nm; the periodicity of the nanohole array is 730 nm; the length and width of the 
rectangular etched nanohole is 335 nm and 145 nm, respectively. The rotation angle responsible 
for gradient phase in our metasurface is governed by 𝜕2𝜃 = 𝜋/Λ, whose map is provided in 
supplementary Fig. S4a. Here, Λ = 4.2	µm is the spatial periodicity of the full π rotation angle 
variance. For determination of the degenerate valley band gap, the two-photon luminescence 
was performed and shown in supplementary Fig. S2, which is 2.004 eV in our case. The FF 
pumping energy is 1.002 eV. As partially described in Fig. 2e and the inserted illustrative 
schemes, a linearly polarized FF beam can be modified by a quarter-wave plate (QWP, 
WPQW-IR-4M, Sigma Koki, 1000 nm-1600 nm) for circular polarization generation. The FF 
beam focused by a lens (f=8 cm) pumps the sample, and then the emitted signal is collected by 
an objective lens (Olympus, 40× and 0.65 NA), filtered spectrally and imported to a 
spectrometer (Shamrock 303i, Andor) or a CMOS camera (Prime 95B, PHITIMETRICS) with 
a tube lens for imaging. For the propagation measurement, we captured the SHG signals at 
propagation planes from 0 to 200 µm along z-axis with the step 15 µm. The polarization of 
emitted SHG was extracted by a Glan-laser polarizer with a QWP (GL10-A and WPQ05M-
633, Thorlabs) at z=120 µm. All optical measurements are done in room temperature. More 
details of the sample fabrication and optical measurement can be found in the Method.  
Linearly Polarized (LP) Field Pumping We firstly test our synthetic metasurface with LP 
light (the QWP1 between laser and the sample is removed in this case). As the evolutionary 
light trajectory shown in xz plane Fig. 2e, the SHG is split to three beams, i.e. −1st, 0th	and +1st orders. We can see that the intensity of −1st (+1st) order in image plane at propagation 
length z=120 um changes from strongest (nearly vanishing) when polarizer rotation angle (𝜓) 
is 0 to vanishing (strongest) at ψ = 90° and, finally, strongest (vanishing) when ψ = 180°, 
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while the 0th order remains unchanged. Such feature implies the opposite photon chiralities in 
above three orders and also matches the differential energy distribution (𝐼 = 𝐼efg − 𝐼Dfg, a.u.) 
in different image planes as shown in Fig. 1c. We also measured the intensity of LCP and RCP 
component of −1st, 0th	and + 1st orders, shown in Fig. 2a-c respectively, which agrees with 
the result of spatial separation for different chiral photons. To characterize the figure of merit 
of accessing the valley via the metasurface in free space, the third Stokes parameter (S" =ijklminklijkloinkl, equivalent to the valley polarization considering the valley-locked nonlinear optical 
rules) at the valley-exciton binding energy is measured by the averaged photon counts per unit 
area of SHG spot. The measured S3 of −1st, 0th	and + 1st orders is −0.94, −0.16 and 0.88, 
respectively, indicating the nearly-perfect figure of merit. The minor deviation of S3 from 
perfect CP (S3=±1) or LP (S3=0) could be the result of the oblique propagation of light and the 
experimental tolerance in measurements. 
Very interestingly, in theory there should exist five spatial orders of SHG under LP incidence. 
The 0th order arises from the interference of SHG collaboratively excited by +,𝜔  and −,𝜔  
without the geometric phase; the +1st order from the interference of SHG collaboratively 
excited by −,𝜔  with and without geometric phase; the +2nd order from the SHG excited only 
by −,𝜔  with geometry phase; the −1st and -2nd orders are vice versa in spins. As a result, 
the deflection angle (𝛼) of ±1st orders can be obtained by 𝑘rst sin 𝛼 = ± *vw  while those of ±2nd orders are nearly doubled under small deflection angle governed by 𝑘rst sin 𝛼′ = ± Fvw , 
which is solely dependent on Λ. However, the intensity of higher order (±2nd) is much smaller 
due to the doubled steering angle associated with reduced diffraction efficiency and collection 
efficiency, which are therefore not reported here (Supplementary Section 4). In experiment, the 
steering angle of ±1st order is 8.5 degree, which agrees well with the theory. Moreover, the 
intensity ratio of the +1st, 0th and −1st order is measured as 1.58:1:1.53, remarkably consistent 
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with the theoretical expectation of 1.59:1:1.59 (2 𝑡2* − 𝑡4* *: 𝑡2 + 𝑡4 *: 2 𝑡2* − 𝑡4* * ). The 
minor difference may come from the measurement error and the imperfection of fabrication. 
The exceptional agreement of the angle and the intensity ratio in experiment and theory in turn 
ascertains our proposed principle although our toy model simply neglects the complex near-
field coupling between the metasurface and WS2 monolayers.   
Circularly Polarized Field Pumping We then switched the LP pumping to RCP ( +,𝜔 ). A 
QWP would be placed between the linear polarizer and the synthetic metasurface in Fig. 2e. 
The experimental result of the SH intensity in different propagation length is shown in Fig. 3c. 
There are two significant orders which can be clearly observed—the 0th order of cross-polarized 
light ( −,2𝜔 ) emitted from K’ valley and 1st order of co-polarized light ( +,2𝜔 ) emitted from 
K valley. The experimental measured S3 are −0.99 and 0.94 respectively. Importantly, for 
conventional geometry-phase transmissive metasurface either linear (Fig. 3b) or nonlinear31, 35, 
44, 45, it is always the light with the opposite spin that are steered due to the spin conversion in 
spin-orbit interaction. However, our introduction of the valley degree of freedom of monolayer 
TMDCs with counter-spin SHG would allow the nonlinear photons with the same spins to be 
deflected as illustrated in Fig. 3a, which explicitly reveals the critical role of valley index in 
photonic spin-Hall process of metasurface.  
Moreover, the other interesting feature is the spatial deflection angle of the 1st order (2α), 
which, counterintuitively, is approximately twice that of 1st order (α) when excited by LP light. 
Our measured result of the 1st order under CP pumping is 17.5 degree. This results from the 
residual co-polarized FF light without geometric phase under LP excitation. While the 1st order 
SHG under LP excitation comes from the interference of pumping K valley by the LCP light 
with geometric phase and the residual LCP component without geometric phase, the 1st order 
SHG under RCP excitation comes directly from the pumping of K valley solely by spin-
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converted LCP component with geometric phase. In this way, one should expect the 
elimination of the residual co-polarized FF light without geometric phase if our meta-atom 
could satisfy the condition 𝑡2 = 𝑡4  and ∠𝑡4 − ∠𝑡2 = 𝜋. This will consequently guarantee 
the same deflection angle of 1st order regardless of CP or LP pumping along with the 
disappearance of 0th order, which could further enhance the efficiency of our metasurface to 
selectively pump only one valley and route the SHG encoded with valley index into the free 
space.  
Metasurface-enabled Plasmonic Enhancement of SHG  
Finally, we report the other endearing advantages of metasurface, i.e. the plasmonic 
enhancement of SHG of monolayer TMDCs. The extraordinary second-harmonic nonlinearity 
of pure WS2 has been reported as large as 5nm/V15, several orders larger than traditional 
nonlinear photonic crystals. However, the few-atom thickness of monolayer TMDCs has 
significantly limited the nonlinear conversion efficiency, where novel approaches are in 
demand to boost the interactions. Fig. 4 compares the normalized SHG intensity of WS2 on the 
plasmonic metasurface and the silica under the circularly polarized beam. One order 
enhancement of SHG intensity of monolayer WS2 can be observed with Au metasurface, which 
could be attributed to two important factors. The first one is the valley excitonic-resonance in 
SHG generation, which echoes with reported findings of exciton-enhanced SHG3, 13. This effect 
is further demonstrated in Supplementary Section 7. The second one is the large local-field 
enhancement in the designed nanostructure due to the plasmonic resonance46, 47 at FF as shown 
in Fig. S2c-d. Finite-difference time-domain simulations (see Methods section) further reveal 
the great plasmonic field enhancement at the metasurface-air interface, as indicated in Fig. S3 
(e, f). This suggests that the SHG originated from the WS2 are majorly contributed by 
plasmonic field confinement in nanohole area where light interaction with monolayer WS2 is 
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strongly boosted. The theoretical estimation shows the averaged FF field enhancement 
( 𝐸2 𝜔 * + 𝐸4 𝜔 *) within the nanohole area is around 33, implying the SH field intensity 
in the hole area is 332 (~1000). Taking the area ratio of the nanohole into account (~0.1), the 
averaged SH field intensity enhancement can be estimated around tenfold (~ 33×0.1 * ) 
according to the normalization method discussed by Z. Wang et al.46, which is reasonably large 
and also agrees well with both the experimental result shown in the Fig.4 and the rigorous 
nonlinear scattering theory (see Supplementary Section 6). Larger SHG intensity could be 
expected by topologically optimizing the nanostructure such as the length, thickness, width and 
other parameters, which is beyond our scope here since tenfold enhancement is fair enough to 
demonstrate the boosted light-matter interactions in our synthetic metasurface for nonlinear 
optical and optoelectronic applications16. We also remark that, not limited to our plasmonic 
metasurface, the Mie resonance in high-index and low-loss dielectric metasurface could also 
be potentially exploited in the future to boost nonlinear response of the 2D TMDCs48-50.  
Conclusions 
In summary, we have proposed a synthetic metasurface hybridizing a plasmonic spin-Hall 
metasurface and WS2 monolayer, which provides a photonic pathway to manipulate the valley-
locked nonlinear emission and creates a nonlinear chiral valley-photon interface at room 
temperature. One order of magnitude enhancement in SHG is achieved due to the great near-
field confinement of light, which could be further enhanced by in future. Besides, the photonic 
spin-orbit coupling can induce a chirality-related geometric phase that interacts with the 
different valleys of monolayer WS2 and steer the nonlinear valley-exciton locked emission to 
any desired directions in free space, without resorting to any complicated external stimulus 
such as electric bias or magnetic field. Our strategy is of high fidelity and can be universally 
extended to other nanophotonic systems such as all-dielectric resonant metasurfaces and other 
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TMDC monolayers. The optical pumping or electron spin injection to prepare the valley could 
also be explored by our synthetic metasurface in the future. Our work could promise a distinct 
avenue to manipulate the valley exciton transport, steer the spin-valley-exciton emission with 
nonlinear chiral valley-photon interface, and encode the valley index into free space. 
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Fig.1 | Concept, major result and principle of the synthetic Au-WS2 metasurface. a. Schematic of our 
synthetic Au-WS2 metasurface. The single-layer WS2 sits on top of gold metasurface. Upon the incident LP light 
( 0, 𝜔 ), the synthetic structure can yield large SHG from the valley band of the WS2 and split opposite spin 
components of the SH valley-photons ( +,2𝜔  and −,2𝜔 ) into different directions. b. SEM picture of photonic 
spin-Hall metasurface. It is composed of the rectangular nanoholes with different local rotation angles. c. The 
experimentally measured differential energy distribution and evolution of the SH signal along the propagation 
direction (z-direction, unit: µm) which is normalized by the maximum of the measured total intensity in the z=0 
plane. d. The interband valley-exciton locked SHG selection rule. e. The schematic physics principle of the valley-
photon interface in our hybridized structures. θ denotes the rotation angle with nanohole with respect to the x axis.
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Fig. 2 | The experimental realization. a-c. The experimentally measured intensity of two chiral components 
(RCP and LCP) in the 1st, 0th and -1st orders, respectively, normalized by the maximum of the intensity of one 
spin component in that order. d. The field distribution in the CCD plane at z=120 µm with three obvious orders. 
It is measured without quarter-wave plate 2 (QWP2) and the polarizer. e. The schematic experimental optical 
setup. The incident beam is linearly polarized beam with the wavelength 1240 nm. The quarter-wave plate 1 
(QWP1) can change the incident polarization to LP (without QWP1) or LCP or RCP component. The QWP2 and 
linear polarizer are exploited to test the chirality of the emitted SH photons. The bottom figure is the experimental 
result of evolution of the light splitting into three orders. The vertical embedded figures are the field distribution 
obtained by rotating the linear polarizer. The inset in right corner is the schematic illustration of the function of 
Au-WS2 metasurface.  
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Fig. 3 | RCP pumping. a, b. The schematic representation of (a) steering SH waves upon RCP pumping with 
monolayer WS2 and (b) photonic spin-Hall effect without WS2. Different than the photonic spin Hall effect shown 
in b, the steered photon is the co-polarized component in hybridized structure in a with the double steering angle. 
The inserted SEM figures is one period of nanohole array in the range of  Λ. c. The evolution of the light field for 
case a, as measured in the image plane at different propagation distances. 
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Fig. 4 | SHG enhancement in synthetic metasurface. The SHG signal from WS2 on top of the Au metasurface 
(red line) and the silica (green line). The fundamental energy of excitation signal is 1.002eV.  
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Method 
Sample fabrication. (1) The lift-off process of WS2 monolayer. First, 1 g of polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA, Aldrich, average MW 996 000) was dissolved in anisole to prepare 50g 
of solution (2 wt%). A few drops of this solution were drop-coated on the sapphire substrate 
with WS2 monolayer flakes until it fully covered the substrate. And then it was placed at room 
temperature for more than 1.5 h for the evaporation of the anisole, followed by curing step of 
baking at 120 °C for 0.5 h. Polymer strips (1 mm in width) were scratched by a blade at the 
edges of the substrate to reduce the lift-off time. The substrate was immersed in 3 mol/L NaOH 
aqueous solution at room temperature for more than 4h to etch the sapphire surface, and the 
PMMA-WS2 films would lift off from the growth substrate naturally. The films were fished 
out with a glass slide and immersed in deionized water for 3 times in order to remove the 
residual NaOH solution. (2) The fabrication of gold metasurfaces. A 60-nm thick gold film 
with a 5-nm thick Cr adhesion layer was deposited on a quartz substrate by using an e-beam 
evaporator. The rectangular nanohole array was milled on the film by focused ion beam milling 
method (FIB, FEI Versa 3D). (3) The transfer process of the WS2 monolayers. The PMMA-
WS2 films were fished out with the fabricated metasurfaces with a tweezers. Then it must be 
quickly aligned with the metasurface arrays under the microscope before the water is dried. 
The substrate was then baked at 120 °C for 1 h to improve the combination of WS2 monolayers 
with the gold metasurfaces. Finally, the substrate was immersed in acetone for 3 times (each 
time 15 mins) to remove the PMMA film. 
Optical measurement. (a) A mode-locked Ti-sapphire femtosecond laser system (Astrella 
Coherent, 35 fs, 800 nm and 1 kHz) and an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS-Prime Plus, 
Light Conversion) were used as the fundamental beam at 1240 nm with a linear polarization.  
The polarization of the fundamental beam can further be adjusted by a QWP1 (WPQW-IR-4M, 
Sigma Koki, 1000 nm~1600 nm) for circular polarization generation. It was then focused by 
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an 8 cm lens to pump the sample for SHG. An objective (Olympus, 40× and 0.65 NA) was 
used to collect the emissions from the sample. After being filtered out the fundamental beam, 
the emitted signals were directly imported to a spectrometer (Shamrock 303i, Andor) or a 
CMOS camera (Prime 95B, PHITIMETRICS) with a tube lens for imaging. By moving the 
objective along z-axis, the images of the emitted signals were captured at the different planes 
along z-axis with a step of 15 µm. The polarization of emitted SH signal was extracted by a 
Glan-laser polarizer (GL10P-A, Thorlabs, 400 nm~700 nm) with a QWP2 at the SH 
wavelength (WPQ05M-633, Thorlabs). The axis of Glan-laser polarizer was set to be vertical 
(or horizontal) to extract the RCP and LCP components by rotating the fast-axis of the QWP2 
at ±45°. The stokes parameters were determined by rotating the quarter-wave plate from 0° to 
180° with a step of 10°. 
Numerical simulation. The finite-difference time-domain simulation is performed by the 
commercial available software Lumerical Inc. (http://www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/fdtd/). 
The local field enhancement factor at the metasurface-air interface is obtained by taking the 
average of the electric field in the plane. The transmission coefficients along x and y direction 
are obtained by field of far-field monitor. The simulation result of transmission coefficient 
along two principal direction at the incident FF light is tJ = 0.0961e*."  and t =0.7183em*..  More details can be found in Supplementary Section.   
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